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SUMMER MEET 15th and 16th JUNE 2019
HAFODLAS SLATE QUARRY
A dozen or so members gathered for our visit to Hafodlas slate quarry on the Saturday. At one
time, there was a suggestion that the quarry would be purchased by the National Park Authority
and used as an interpretive site. This did not come about but the Gwydir estate fenced off the
area and the exclusion of sheep caused the quarry to become very overgrown.
The mill and other parts of the quarry were cleared and surveyed by members of Fforwm Plas
Tan y Bwlch between 1993 and 1997 which resulted in Griff R. Jones’ fine book on the quarry,
which appeared in 1998. Since then the growth of trees has again obscured much of quarry and
some features are difficult to see. However, there is much to discover here and it is well worth a
visit. A tour of the site included some guerrilla gardening carried out on fallen trees that were
obscuring the Floor 5 horizontal sheave wheel.
On Saturday evening, we had a fine meal at the Pont y Pair Inn.
Raymond Griffiths

CANOEING UNDER THE GREAT ORME
Now, surely that is something to put on your bucket list of things to do? Four WMS members
ticked it off on the June trip to the Penmorfa Adit of the Great Orme Copper Mines and we really
did travel for about a quarter of a mile in a four-seater canoe.
The Penmorfa Adit was driven between 1834 and 1842 to drain flooded levels in the
New Mine and the Old Mine which had been worked from the surface on top of the Great Orme
down to about sea level. The adit runs in a nearly straight line for about 830 yards, most of this
being in the limestone, but the first 350 feet ran through unstable ground and had to be lined with
stone. In more recent times, there were concerns that this initial section was becoming blocked,
creating the potential for a build-up of water in the mines that could suddenly burst out from the
West Beach hillside with serious consequences. The local council decided to jack concrete
drainage pipes along the stone-lined section as far as the stable limestone, a distance of 130
metres. This solved the problem, but as the pipes only have a 600mm bore, the width of a
standard kitchen unit, subsequent access to the mines has been a challenge. Thanks to the
initiative of the Great Orme Exploration Society in providing both a fleet of trolleys for use in
the pipe and the canoe for the next section, any reasonably fit person should be able to visit the
mine workings beyond.
Nevertheless, the first view of the pipe through the barred steel gate is daunting, but I
hadn't travelled 100 miles to turn back at this point so I duly threaded myself in and set off
crawling along the adit. This was a big mistake as, by the time I finally flopped clumsily into the
water at the end, I was utterly exhausted. What I should have done (and strongly urge others to
do) was to twist around onto my back on the trolley and then just push with my feet, gliding
smoothly along the pipe. What surprised me was that even though the fit was somewhat snug, I
never felt claustrophobic.
Next came the canoe trip along that part of the level where the water is up to 30 inches
deep and then a trudge through shallower water to the point where the level met the old
workings. Here, the adit splits into two, but our route was upwards. In many mines, this would
have involved using ropes to climb from level to level, but not here. During the journey along the
adit, evidence of copper workings was absent so the mineralisation is clearly associated with
north-south fractures in the limestone and one such worked-out sub-vertical stope was visible,
but the copper had clearly also permeated into the adjacent dolomitic limestone and mining these
deposits had created a series of interlinked chambers that enabled us to spiral and zigzag our way
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upwards, the only ropes being those thoughtfully put in to guide us through difficult sections. In
several places, it could be seen that the ore had been worked up to a distinct sloping roof of less
permeable rock.
Various minerals were spotted during our exploration including a small patch of
bitumen, a sign that these were carboniferous deposits. The stub of a candle still in situ was noted
and near the top of workings, was a tobacco pipe apparently left as a deliberate offering to ...?
Perhaps it was to the "knockers" in the mine who were reputed to guide miners to rich pickings.
Also visited was a wagon somehow cut off and abandoned in an old tramming level.
We returned via the adit and this time I came along the pipe on my back, lesson
learned, and emerged into warm sunshine glad that I had made the effort and grateful to all those
who had made the visit possible.
Roger Bird
Many thanks to Paul Smyth and Dave Seabourne for organising the weekend and to the Great
Orme Exploration Society for hosting our visit to Penmorfa adit.

AUTUMN MEET 28th and 29th SEPTEMBER 2019
A crowd of 15 met at the Bwlchgwyn dressing floors at Ystumtuen, despite the poor weather
forecast for the weekend ahead. Here, Ioan Lord gave a brief history of the mine before we set
off on the day’s walk. The remains of the crusher house and Taylor’s Shaft were viewed before
we reached a point above Old Men’s Shaft. Here Ioan informed us of a ‘meer stone’ dated 1742
that is located deep below in Powell’s Great Adit and formed part of a boundary dispute. For
some unknown reason the stone is actually around 600’ west of where it should be! Next stop
was Lee’s Shaft and those familiar with it were very surprised to see a large recent collapse of
ground at the collar – none more so than Ioan who only a couple of weeks before had been stood
on a spot now no longer there! (See p. 27. Ed.)
After much discussion we continued on, crossing the boundary dyke into the Llwyntefi
Mine sett. The landscape in parts of mid Wales changes little over the centuries and the view
hereabouts of the mine is readily compared to a drawing made by Lewis Morris nearly 300 years
ago; Bwlchgwyn Pond and Lee’s Shaft the only additions since. The Bwlch Gwyn pass itself
took us to Dolgamfa Mine and what a fine view! The single adit here, though open, sits in a
watery depression so we wisely decided to listen to Ioan’s description of it instead of exploring
for ourselves! Lower down the hillside stands a smithy, its walls still in remarkably good
condition while nearby is the Druids Circle - 11 stones, all that remain of the retaining kerb from
a Bronze Age cairn. Interestingly, on one of the stones, is what looks like a benchmark, although
this one only has the arrow part. From here we retraced our steps back to our cars where we
lunched and chatted and once refreshed, continued into the hamlet of Ystumtuen and the Penrhiw
Mine sett. Sadly only a few buildings associated with this mine still stand and are now used as
private dwellings so, after a short tour and history from Ioan we headed back to the cars once
more. With time on our hands and thirst for more mining a large convoy of cars snaked its way
across the hills to Cwmbrwyno Mine.
Above the road lies the wheelpit and building that housed drawing machinery, which at
one time was connected to Taylor’s Shaft at the top of the hill. Of particular interest were the
well-defined convex walls of the wheelpit and the remains of part of a culvert which would have
diverted water away from the wheel should it not have been required. Slightly higher up the
hillside, Evans’ adit remains open though the water level is enough to deter casual visitors. We
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went back down to the cars where we looked at the arched entrance to the middle adit. A large
pile of manure all but blocked entry – not water this time! Continuing down through the site the
wheelpit for the crusher was viewed and just below this, with a keen eye, one could make out the
vestiges of a circular buddle. The last feature worthy of inspection is the largest wheelpit at the
mine which once housed a 48’ wheel. This would have driven a line of flat rods quite some
distance up the hillside in order to pump Taylors Shaft.
With little more left to see of the site we dispersed, some of us meeting later at the
Hafod Hotel where we enjoyed a nice meal and had a pleasant evening socialising.
Sunday’s visit was to Cefn-gwyn Mine, Bont-goch. Mining was recorded here around 1745 by
Lewis Morris but it was to be much of the 1850’s work that we saw. A short walk from the
village took us down into the wooded valley of the Leri and to a bridge across the stream, which
was heavily swollen after recent rains. On the other side of the stream stands a wheelpit and
crusher house with an area of crushed waste nearby; a roughly built drystone wall within the
waste forms a split level but otherwise no other discernible features remain. Heading back
upstream it’s not long before two large fingers of waste development rock are encountered and
beyond this is a large flat area in front of another wheelpit and trial adit. This wheel would have
been connected via flat rods spanning the stream to pump the Engine Shaft on the eastern side,
which is where we were headed next. The only safe place to cross is back at the bridge but the
reward for having to walk down and then upstream again, is a short adit to inspect en-route to the
shaft. Making our way across steep, wet, slippery woodland we had a look in the adit with its
yellow mineral-stained walls before getting to the Engine Shaft. In the balance box pit next to the
shaft lies part of the king post to which is still connected a length of flat rod. The shaft is blocked
with barbed wire, tree branches, rusting car; the usual stuff. Above the shaft in an area quarried
and levelled out is the site of a horse whim and by digging about in the leaf litter we soon found
the socket stone for the vertical axle of the whim still in-situ. With lunchtime upon us we sat and
enjoyed the tranquil surroundings.
Afterwards we headed a short distance upstream to the last adit. A drainage trench
from the entrance was made by many wellied feet in the leaf litter and mud to lower the water in
the adit by a few inches, and when it was judged low enough your expendable Chairman was
sent ahead to confirm the depth. ‘Ok!’ I called back and the rest followed. The passage meanders
for further than expected and is quite interesting. There are numerous items of interest
throughout the adit such as parts of galvanised ventilation pipe still attached to the walls or lying
on the floor and at least three different types of rail were noted. Pieces of plain iron bar had been
used as rail on every bend, cheap and easy to make one assumes?
Back at daylight we were all impressed with what was still to be seen in the adit and
with no more remains to look at we all headed back through the woods to the village. This time
we took a diagonal track up the hillside that led directly from the horse whim; no doubt the path
trod by the horses each day to-ing and froing to their stabling which we believe was at Cefngwyn house. Back at the village we parted ways with everyone agreeing they’d had a great
weekend, even the forecasted bad weather hadn’t materialised. Personally Cefn-gwyn was the
highlight of the weekend for me - it was a nice tucked away little gem of a mine, just how I like
them!
Neil Culross
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Hafodlas Quarry mills in December 1998, before the regrowth of the trees.
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ADRIAN BARRELL 1936 – 2019
Adrian Barrell, who has died age 82, was a vicar, paramedic and keen industrial archaeologist,
devoting much of his leisure time to researching and exploring the history of the quarries and the
tramway of the Croesor valley in North Wales.
Born in 1936 at Ware,
Hertfordshire to Frederick and
Lily Barrell, the family had
moved to St Mary’s Road, Ealing
by 1939. Here Adrian went to
Ealing Grammar School and
showed early academic promise,
gaining a place at Keble College,
Oxford. However, before
becoming a student, two years of
National Service intervened and
Adrian rose to the dizzy heights
of a Sergeant Radar Instructor. At
Keble Adrian read history,
graduating in the early 1960’s.
Adrian’s interest in industrial
archaeology and in particular
railways was possibly sparked as
his grandfather and great uncles
were ‘motor men’ on the
Metropolitan Line. Later, a
family holiday in Shropshire took
Adrian to Snailbeach with its
mines and the eponymous
narrow-gauge railway where he
was photographed in the late
1940s standing on the footplate of
Number 3, one of the railway’s
derelict Baldwin built
locomotives. Shortly after, Adrian was given a copy of J. I. C. Boyd’s book ‘Narrow-Gauge
Rails to Portmadoc’ published in 1949, which focused his enthusiasm on North Wales and this
gift later became heavily annotated with comments and amendments on Boyd’s early researches.
Cycling was another ardently pursued enthusiasm in the early 1950’s and Adrian frequently took
his bicycle on the night train from Paddington to North Wales to explore the abandoned quarries
and their narrow-gauge railways and in particular the Ffestiniog Railway where he became an
early but largely unsung volunteer. Famously he was on a works train driven by the General
Manager Alan Garraway when it crashed into the level crossing gates at Penrhyn.
H. C. Casserley, the railway photographer was a great friend and he and Adrian travelled around
the country together exploring the more obscure corners of the railway network.
In 1961, Adrian married Anneliese G. Spence, a physiotherapist and later a healthcare
professional, the daughter of Harry and Elfriede Spence of Barons Court, London and they set up
home initially with Adrian’s parents in Ealing. Following graduation from Keble College, Adrian
decided he had a Christian calling and entered the Church of England. Upon the successful
completion of his training, he began his curacy initially at St James the Less in Plymouth and
later at St Peter’s, Bideford. In 1970, Adrian became the vicar at St. Mary the Virgin,
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Walkhampton, near Yelverton
where he set up home and the
family became much loved
members of the local
community.
Adrian and Anneliese
had two children, Richard, an IT
product manager and Hilary who
drives trains for Great Western.
The family became generally
willing participants in Adrian’s
interests and the family spent
many holidays exploring the
remains of the North Wales slate
industry. Adrian’s love and
interest in Croesor and its
quarries began in the 1950’s
when he arrived over Bwlch
Rhosydd with a heavily laden
bicycle! By the 1970’s, he had
begun to research the history of
the Park & Croesor Slate
Quarries and to be intrigued by
their innovative Manager and
Engineer, Moses Kellow. Adrian
spent much of the 1980’s and
1990’s not only exploring the
quarries of the valley but also
Adrian (on the right) with Dave Seabourne following a
many hours in Gwynedd
“Kellow’s Tours” trip into Abercorris Slate Qy.
Archives, the National Library
Photo: Dave Seabourne
of Wales and other locations
researching Croesor’s history.
This also encompassed tracking down those who had worked either in the quarries or on the
tramway and he created a rich cache of oral histories, making many friends in the process.
Adrian’s researches culminated in the creation of 'The Croesor File' and a supplement comprising
his work and that of others, relating to the Croesor Slate Quarry, from the 1860’s onwards. This
is now lodged as a CD at National Library of Wales and in the libraries of other interested
researchers #. Happily, the many years of painstaking research and the deciphering of faded
Minute Books resulted in the publication of two books. In 2015, Delfryn Publications re-issued
the autobiography of Moses Kellow, the Manager of Croesor Quarry from the mid-1890s until its
closure in 1930 and in 2019, the Welsh Highland Heritage Group published a history of the
Croesor tramway, jointly authored by Dave Southern and Adrian.
Adrian’s enthusiasms and interests were wide ranging and he was a member of many
societies and groups including the Shropshire Caving & Mining Club, the Welsh Mines Society,
the Welsh Highland Railway Heritage Group and the Ffestiniog Railway Society. He was a born
organiser and in the 1990’s he ran an informal tour group under the banner of ‘Kellow’s Tours’
comprising like-minded individuals that explored mines and quarries both above and
underground, mostly it seems on an officially unapproved basis!
In the late 1970’s, Adrian met Jean Holmes and he resigned as vicar of St Mary’s and
following his divorce from Anneliese, he married Jean who came to live with him at the cottage
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in Walkhampton and created a well-tended garden. Adrian was now faced with starting a new
career and he retrained as a very successful paramedic for the West Devon Ambulance Trust,
working for them until his retirement.
Although a private man, Adrian was very family orientated and a friend and colleague
to many, always willing to help. He was excellent company, fun and engaging to be with. He
endured his final illness with great fortitude and characteristic good humour, dying peacefully
surrounded by his family on 19th March 2019, three days before his birthday. Jean died in 2004
and he is survived by the son and the daughter of his first marriage and two step daughters.
Nick Booker (Chairman Welsh Highland Railway Heritage Group)
#. A paper copy of the Croesor File is available at the Dolgellau Record Office.

I first met Adrian when camping at Penrhyndeudraeth in April 1995. Pam and I were intending to
have a look round underground in Rhosydd quarry, so when a van with caving equipment visible
turned up on the campsite I went across to chat. During the discussion I told Adrian of our plans
– to which he said we would enjoy the trip. He also gave me some photocopies of Graham
Isherwood’s plan of Cwmorthin quarry and encouraged me to have a look underground there in
the future – which I eventually did.
Dave Linton
Adrian had not been well for some time but the news of his death was still a real shock to me. I
first met Adrian on a WMS meet at Dinorwic although we had communicated previously and we
were in constant touch ever since.
I must have over 100 letters from him speaking of all things Slate and railways
(especially the GWR) all with his great sense of dry humour. With Adrian as the natural leader a
group built up under the banner of 'Kellow's Tours' which became a regular two to three times a
year meet, mostly around WMS trips but also four or five days to slate quarries on our own.
There were around twelve participants in total but with around seven to eight at each meet. Most
of the group were WMS members.
We would camp together and the evenings were full of laughter and banter - such great
times. The 'Tours' came to an end when my wife suffered a major brain haemorrhage back in
2006. But those memories, built around Adrian, live on for all of us.
Adrian had a vast knowledge especially of his beloved Croesor Slate Quarry where his son
Richard, with his sons, will at some time scatter his ashes.
John A. Knight
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ESGAIR Y MWYN AND A CONUNDRUM
Many mines are claimed to have early origins, but the absence of documentary evidence almost
always makes it impossible to establish the true age. In 2001, when I first looked through the
papers relating to Esgair y Mwyn, I noticed a small handwritten booklet by Lewis Morris called
A History of the Crown Manor of Mevenyth in Co. Card. presented to Henry Arthur Herbert,
Earl of Powis, dated 1756 (NLW Powis 21900). In chapter 13, Morris gives the following
account:...on the top of a hill called Esgair y mwyn ... the Ancient Britains (or as some think the Romans)
dug an open cast or trench along the vein after their manner for about a Hundred Yards in
Length, about 20 yards broad, and in depth about 18 yards. Having discoverd the ore on the
surface of the Rock
Here they got abundance of Lead ore, as appears by their leaving a great deal of waste
ore in the Hillocks, which the Ancients have not been guilty of.
It is so Ancient that a great thickness of Black soil is grown over the Rubbish &
Hillocks which they left.
In opening the old Bottoms (into which we struck from the south vein) Ladders of solid
pieces of Timber were found on an Inclination fit to walk on and to Carry the ore to Land, and
the smythom of the ore was Incorporated in the wooden steps.
There was also a wooden shovel found there Hollowd like those they use to Throw
corn. This it seems was for Throwing water from one dam to another.
The bottoms was left in stopes of about Two foot high, cut with small wedges and there
is a Crosscut of six foot high and three foot wide at ye depth of 13 yards, cut with wedges or
chisels after the ancient manner to look for the sun vein.

A Piece of woollen cloth was found on the soles not quite rotten, the Thread was pretty
coarse like the Cloth worn by soldiers, the original Colour could not be perceived.
The Stemples and other timber in the work were chiefly Birch, Alder, & Service and
some Oak with the marks of the ax on them, but no marks of the saw seeen on any piece of
Timber there, which shews the work to be Extream Ancient.
Most of the Timber had the Bark on Except the Oak which were generally split, and
mortices or Hollows cut into the Ends of them for bits, like our Lockpieces.
There were no Boonings in the work, but stemples pretty thick set together, some about
8 inches diameter, neither was any Coals found in the bottoms as are usually found in old open
works where the Romans have been, for they used fire to soften the rock.
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Not one bit of an Iron tool or rope or Pump was found in the old Bottoms, so that it is
not certain how they got out their water, tho'it is plain they Carried their ore on their backs in
wicker baskets, along the said wooden steps and stemples which were set in the same Inclination.
Gadsticks were found in the south vein and pieces of ore baskets made with Rods in a
frame thus ...

There was one spot near the middle of the work where the Rock was wore by a Rope
where it is probable they got up their water.
It seems this mine hath been attempted to be opend and draind about the reign of Q.
Elizabeth but the water proved too strong for them.
A small knife and a Tobacco pipe hath been found in the deads in sinking one of our
shafts.
This is a remarkable account, Lewis Morris asking the same questions about the origin
of the mine, but 263 years ago. The description he gives is certainly useful, but I have doubts
about some of his deductions as explained in the comments below.
To me, the most important factor is the opencast itself. It has not survived intact having
been partially filled in with waste. Working by digging an open trench is a simple and obvious
way of exploiting a vein. It has origins in antiquity, but it has a major drawback in terms of water
ingress. At 100 yards long by 20 yards breadth this trench has a surface area of 2000 square
yards. If there is a wet day with one inch of rain over this area and it all drains into a shaft in the
bottom of the workings 2 yards by 2, then that one inch is multiplied 500 times and the shaft
filled with 41 2/3 feet of water all of which has to be baled out before working can recommence.
Hence, post-Elizabethan workings favoured the use of multiple shafts and then just one or two so
an early origin is indicated, but cannot be more closely dated.
The reference to waste ore in the hillocks needs to be treated with caution. It was
common for a lower rate of duty to be charged on such ore and this led to the unscrupulous
practice of deliberately hiding quality mined ore in the waste dumps and then 'rediscovering' it.
This accusation was made at the time at Esgair y Mwyn so it could be that the richness of the
deposit led the miners to discard rock containing little plates or veins of ore as Morris describes
or, if the pieces of ore are substantial, that there was mischief about. As we do not have a detailed
description, we will never know.
The great thickness of black soil over the rubbish and hillocks puzzles me. In this
remote moorland location, surely the black soil is peat, but peat forms in boggy conditions and I
cannot believe that a substantial thickness of it would develop naturally on top of a hillock on an
exposed ridge of ground. Could it be that the peat was brought in from nearby turbaries and piled
on the hillocks to form pillow mounds where rabbits would be encouraged to live and breed as a
valuable source of meat for the miners? If the black soil deposit is not natural then a principal
piece of evidence for antiquity is lost.
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The ladders of solid pieces of timber with steps suggest essentially tree trunks with
steps cut into them, a much more ancient form than the modern ladder with rungs, but how old?
There are no more clues. If any of the wooden or cloth artefacts could be found today, we could
date them with precision, but there are again no further clues to help us and it has to be
remembered that all such artefacts may not be from the original working, but from a later one,
the tobacco pipe being one such example as it must be no earlier than Elizabethan and possibly
even 18th century!
The crosscut level 6ft x 3ft is probably the one later referred to as the Roman level. It
had clearly been cut by hand without the aid of gunpowder and that would almost certainly make
it earlier than 1690 when there are records of powder use in the region.
Morris’s assertion that the absence of saw marks on the timber means extreme
antiquity is not valid. Saws date to much earlier times than he imagined. In building a house
where straightness is important, sawing a beam may be essential, but for less demanding
applications, splitting a trunk with wedges and then using an adze to shape the piece is much
more practicable.
So, I would sum up the evidence from Lewis Morris as definitely indicating some
antiquity, but, regrettably, insufficient to pin down a definite date. I can add some more data that,
while circumstantial, is likely to be relevant.
Esgair y Mwyn is within the original bounds of Strata Florida Abbey. When that was
set up, the whole area was run by the monks with the assistance of lay brothers who did much of
the work and were allowed to live on the land. As time passed, a transition took place with these
locals being able to take a tenancy of their own 'freehold' land in return for payment of a small
rent. One of those tenancies was Llwyn y Mwyn, adjacent to Esgair y Mwyn (which was on
common land). Note that both have the word ‘mwyn’ or ore in their names so this must have
been of some importance when they were named. It does not guarantee that the ore was worked
then, but it had clearly been found. In the National Library of Wales there is a rent roll with an
entry for Llwyn y Mwyn (Crosswood IV.1). It is undated but estimated as of about 1540, just
after the dissolution, and with Llwyn y Mwyn listed under ‘Mevenith ould Leases, Auncient
Rents and duties by Abbotts Leases’ which confirms that the name extends back into monastic
times' It is known that part of what we know as Cwmystwyth mine was leased by the last abbot
and John Leland in his Itinerary in Wales of about 1536 - 9 refers to 'great digging for leade, the
melting wherof hath destroid the wooddes that sumtime grew plentifully therabout' so it is certain
that lead mining had been taking place during monastic times and there are, therefore, grounds
for suggesting that Esgair y Mwyn was worked then. I am keeping an open mind on whether it
supplied ore for the original roof of the abbey, but there were two later fires that destroyed the
roof with results that we can now envisage after the dramatic conflagration at Notre Dame in
Paris. I feel it very likely that Esgair y Mwyn and other local mines would have been the source
for replacement lead. Strangely perhaps, Morris did not consider this possibility at all, but it feels
right to me, so that is my suggestion for the origin of Esgair y Mwyn.
Roger Bird
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RHOS SLATE QUARRY, CAPEL CURIG

This superb photograph of the waterwheel at Rhos was supplied by Jon Knowles. The original is
marked July 1947. Jon believes that the male figure in the photo is David Bick.
Alun John Richards mentions a 30’ mill wheel here which powered the haulage system and
which also pumped. In 1919 a 40’ wheel , perhaps from Cyffty lead mine, was installed to power
a compressor. Is the photo of one of these wheels?
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GOLD AT CLOGAU
Alba Mineral Resources, a company which last year purchased a 90% stake in Gold Mines of
Wales, is carrying out a programme of soil sampling around the Clogau mine to ascertain goldin-soil values. So far, 525 results have been obtained from a projected 1200-sample programme.
Alba’s executive chairman, George Frangeskides, said, “These results are really
exciting, we have identified multiple gold anomalies along an expanding strike extent of the
Dolgellau Gold Belt, with some of the anomalies occurring in areas where there are no
significant historic mine workings. This is potentially very significant, in that it supports the
theory that the Dolgellau Gold belt is a vastly underexplored region, and there is a strong
possibility of unearthing significant new areas of gold mineralization as well as potential
extensions to the areas of previously exploited high-grade mineralization.”
The company state that they want to bring the Clogau mine back into production and
search for more gold in the surrounding area. It says that rehabilitation work is due to start at the
mine and that they have initiated a formal pre-planning process with the local authority with a
view to reopen the mine.
Cambrian News 25th May 2019 via Dave Seabourne
David James comments:
The results are indeed very encouraging and George Hall will be smiling from on high
as they support what he had long anticipated. It is true that soil sampling can give direct
information on bedrock geology where this is linked hydrologically directly to the zone of
evaporo-transpiration. This is important in the Dolgellau Gold Belt where there is great variation
in thickness of glacial cover. Modern analytic methods such as employed by Alba can reliably
detect very tiny amounts of gold; however commercial success depends on finding veins with
'nuggets' and this is more tricky. George used to say that if one could see mustard-coloured
'dustings' of gold without a hand lens it was financially viable, if the gold was evident only in
chemical analyses the venture was doomed. Good luck to them!
More details of the soil sampling programme and other material can be found on the company’s
website http://albamineralresources.com

TREHARNE’S MINE – POSTSCRIPT
Re the item in N/L 80, this snippet came to light in an old copy of the SWCC Newsletter:
Mining - a party visited Treharne’s Mine, N.E. of Rhandirmwyn. This was a small private
venture to which we made a previous visit in 1967 when we had been turned away, for at that
time the mine was still working. On this occasion we gained access but found no more than is
mentioned in G.W. Hall, all of which was in an obvious state of abandonment.
Bruce Foster - South Wales Caving Club Newsletter August 1973

MID WALES MINE ADVENTURES
WMS member Ioan Lord has established Mid Wales Mine Adventures to increase local and
national interest in the area’s mining heritage, and to promote this aspect of Welsh history
through guided trips over the dramatic landscape and into the mine workings themselves.
https://www.midwalesminetours.com
[13]

GOLEUWERN SLATE QUARRY
This site was visited by WMS in September 2015. Numerous reports appeared in the media in
May 2019 regarding landowner Alan Titley’s blocking of the access tunnel to the pit at
Goleuwern with 60 tonnes of soil. This was due to increasing amounts of rubbish being left by
visitors to the “Blue Lake”, the water filled quarry popular with “wild swimming” enthusiasts.
This has been an attraction for locals and tourists alike for years but has become a victim of its
own popularity, no doubt helped along by social media exposure. Being puffed as one of “20
secret places to wild swim” in a weekend newspaper probably didn’t help. A visit confirmed the
reports – the adit is well blocked and there is now no way into the quarry pit. Unfortunately, the
De Winton slate dressers that were at the adit mouth have been broken up, although the parts
remain scattered around.

The De Winton slate dressers, before and after.
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Lower photo on p.15 and upper photo on p.16, courtesy of Neil Weston.
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The level, before and after being closed up.
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THE CRAIG Y PENMAEN MINES
The area around Penystryd to the south of Trawsfynydd may at first sight appear featureless and
bleak, but is in fact full of archaeological and historical interest. The Roman road, Sarn Helen
runs through the area from the fort at Tomen y Mur, past the site of a Roman tile works, the 5 th
century grave of Porius and the prehistoric standing stone of Llech Idris. The hills were used as
an artillery range between 1903 and 1958 and the area has many structures remaining from this
period. Harris brushes developed a pig bristle drying facility at Mynydd Bach, well away from
any habitation, probably because of the foul smell. It is shown on some old maps as a “pig bristle
factory”, and is now used as a motor rally practice course.
South of Penystryd, Sarn Helen, now a rough track, runs along the western foot of
Craig y Penmaen, a rocky ridge well worth ascending for the fine views it provides across the
valley to Y Rhinogydd and south to Cadair Idris.
An item on Iain Robinson’s Treasure Maps blog describing Craig y Penmaen Copper
Mine1 prompted me to take a closer look at this area.
The rocky ground descending from Craig y Penmaen towards the A470 hides three trial levels,
located by Jeremy Wikinson from O.S. six-inch mapping and identified by him under the
collective title of Craig y Penmaen Mine as:
Craig y Penmaen West Mine
Craig y Penmaen East Mine
Craig y Penmaen South Mine

SH 719298
SH 721298
SH 7202952

All three are shown on the six-inch map, Merioneth Sheet XXVII N.W., (surveyed 1887,
published 1888) and can be found without too much difficulty among the bracken on the slopes
below the track.
Description of the workings
Craig y Penmaen West: Shown on the 1888 map as “Old Level (Copper)” and on the 1900
revision as “Old Level”. Located at SH 7195 2991 at an elevation of 262 metres. A water filled
level driven eastwards for 10 metres and with a nicely revetted entrance splay. The waste tip is
flattened to form a platform. There is plenty of quartz on the tip, but no sign of ore. Nearby is a
neatly built two roomed building, a ridge tile and pieces of roofing slate lying nearby suggesting
it had a slated roof. The internal structure shows it to be a smithy.
Craig y Penmaen East: Shown on the 1888 and subsequent maps as “Trial Shaft”, it is in fact a
deep cutting driven eastwards into the hillside at SH 7207 2992 at 293 metres. The cutting is
overgrown with trees and the entrance to the level has collapsed, although water issues from it. A
semi-circular stone wall protects the steep eastern end of the excavation above the portal and
gives the impression of a shaft. Again the waste is flattened to form a level platform slightly to
the south of the entrance.
Craig y Penmaen South: At SH 7197 2950 at 273 metres, the dimensions of this level, at almost
two metres wide by two metres high, suggest it was built more to impress than to give access to
the lode, if there was one. There is a nicely revetted entrance splay and the remains of a small
building to the north. About 10 metres long, the level gave rise to a small tip. Marked as “Old
Level (Copper)” on the 1888 map and as “Old Level” on the 1900 revision.
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At the northern end of Craig y Penmaen at SH 7247 3027 (347 metres) a level has been driven
southwards through horizontal bands of quartz for a short distance before branching at right
angles to both left and right to form a T shape.
Craig y Penmaen Mine: The most extensive excavation is that just to the east of the track at SH
7222 2973, at an elevation of 330 metres. Surprisingly, this is not marked on the O.S. maps and
presumably because of this is not listed by Jeremy Wilkinson. The stone wall bounding the track
on its eastern side gives way to a bank of pyritous, iron stained rock - the waste from the level
spread out to form a flat area in front of the low cliff into which the level is driven. A wet open
cut leads to a step up, where an old stile gives access to the level, which follows the hanging wall
of the fault for about 40 metres. Some way in, a roofing shaft closed with rubble presumably runs
up into the impressive open stope which can be seen on the hill above. Copper staining is seen in
places, but no ore is evident.
Further to the south, Sarn Helen drops down through a landscape devastated by forestry
operations. At SH 7199 2902 “Old Copper Mine” is shown on the 6” map; this is recorded by
Jeremy Wilkinson as located at SH 719290 and named both as the Gelli Goch Mine (copper)
and as the Penmaen Gold Mine. This, presumably was the site of the mill, placed where there
was at least the possibility of collecting a trickle of water. Of the substantial building that was
here, the rear wall still stands and a retaining wall to its rear may have supported a tramway or a
leat. The rest is rubble and no recognisable features can be discerned. On the map, a reservoir is
shown above the site to the east – this is now a boggy hollow behind a rough dam of stone and
earth. Any leat that ran from it has been destroyed by forestry works. No shafts or levels can be
made out in the vicinity.
Geology
Two veins with a general east -west strike, known as Woodland and Francis veins were worked
in Cambrian rocks. The veins carry massive white quartz and pyrite with minor amounts of other
sulphides and are more or less auriferous.3
History
The mine’s proximity to Sarn Helen has led to speculation that it was worked by the Romans, but
there is no evidence for this. In fact, the mine has no recorded history until 1853 when the
property was revived and tests of mineral from half a dozen lodes indicated that they contained
payable quantities of gold. In the following year two Berdan Pans were obtained, at a possible
cost of £1600 and a Medwin and Hall portable steam engine hired to drive them at a cost of £1 a
day 4. (There is very little water anywhere on Craig y Penmaen - certainly not enough to power
machinery - the reservoir above the mill had a very meagre supply.) This activity is reflected in
the number of reports in the Mining Journal during 1854; in April, shares in the company were
said to be selling at £200 to £250 each. However, the pans produced virtually no gold and by the
end of the year work had come to a halt.
In 1861, the mine was mentioned in the MJ again: a French company was working the
mine for copper and the two Berdan Pans had been sold to the Clogau mine for £30, but this
enterprise also came to nothing.
The mine is mentioned briefly by Morrison by the name of Penmaen. He states that the
mine was worked during the period 1855 to 1860. 5
1.
2.

https://robinsonmaps.blogspot.com/2016/07/craig-y-penmaen-copper-mine.html
Wilkinsons’ Gazetteer/ Merioneth /Trawsfynydd
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3.
4.
5.

J.R. Foster-Smith. The Mines of Merioneth. British Mining No.6 N.M.R.S. 1977 p. 15
G.W. Hall. The Gold Mines of Merioneth p. 46
T.A. Morrison -Goldmining in Western Merioneth p.86
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Upper: Remains of the mill

Lower: Craig y Penmaen West level
Raymond Griffiths
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BUSHELL’S ADIT AT BRONFLOYD MINE, MID WALES
Bronfloyd metal mine, located just east of Aberystwyth, mid-Wales, was developed into an
extensive and productive sett during the nineteenth century, producing several thousand tons of
lead-ore as well as some copper and silver. However, the precise location of the seventeenthcentury portal of Thomas Bushell’s long deep adit into the early Bronfloyd mine has for many
years been a matter of speculation. Operations appear to have started on the site in about 1617
under Sir Hugh Middleton, who was initially encouraged by King James I to develop the mines
in Cardiganshire. He considered them of great importance in Britain due to the high silver
content of the ore. After Middleton’s death, operations were continued by Bushell, who
subsequently held the lease for the Mines Royal in Cardiganshire. A ‘Mine Royal’ was a mine
deemed to yield sufficient quantities of silver or gold to warrant the cost of its refining, and
ownership of these was claimed by the Crown until 1693.
Bushell was the lessee of the Mines Royal from 1636, and with the aid of experienced
German miners, he developed an efficient method of opening the mines of mid-Wales using
adits. The earliest known reference to his adit at Bronfloyd Mine appears in a book written by
Bushell himself in 1642: A Just and True Remonstrance of His Majesties Mines Royal in the
Principality of Wales:
‘… having cut … thorow the rock at the lowest levels … at Bryn Lloyd [Bronfloyd] fifty
fathom in length, and thirty fathom centre, working day and night for the drayning of the
water.’
Bushell was a royalist and had been a protege of Sir Francis Bacon, Lord Chancellor of
England. Their method of developing the Mines Royal in Cardiganshire was to ‘cut thro’ the
main rocks at the lowest level, ‘to an hundred fathom perpendicular, according to the German
manner of working’. Bushell’s new deep adits were opened ‘thorow the mountain of Tallibont’
(also known as Alltycrib), and also at Goginan, Darren, Cwmsymlog and Bronfloyd, by 1642.
Excepting that at Alltycrib, Bushell’s adits were systematically commenced from the lowest
points that were feasible near the mines in order to access the ore ground at as low a depth as was
practical, below the ‘Old Men’s Workings’ Some of the Mines Royal had been operated since
ancient times, but Bronfloyd seems to have been a new development when Myddleton took the
lease. In his survey of Cwmwd y Perveth, drawn in about 1746, Lewis Morris indicated a
shallow adit at this mine but it appears to have been driven in the late seventeenth or early
eighteenth century.
The location most commonly proposed by historians for Bushell’s long deep adit into
Bronfloyd is on the south bank of Nant Silo, immediately east of the 19th century office and
dressing floor. This would fit with historical evidence of his commencing his deep adits on or
near the valley floors, such as at Goginan, Cwmsymlog and Cwmerfin, and driving a cross-cut
into the lode. In May 2019, Ioan Lord and Joseff Llywelyn managed to access a very old, though
widened, drift, which led for over 600 feet along the main lode at Bronfloyd to a collapse at No.
2 Shaft. This level was accessed after abseiling down the unstable No. 1 Shaft, which opened
into a commodious stope about 20 feet wide and 60 feet deep. The long, narrow drift at the
bottom led further inbye, but it was possible to determine a collapsed cross-cut heading north
towards the riverbank from the beginning of the long drift. This old, meandering adit points to a
portal at the exact position thought to be that of Bushell’s Adit.
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Fig. 1: A wooden tramway siding in Bushell’s Adit at Bronfloyd.
The Mining Journal contains many references to the original Bronfloyd Deep Adit,
said to be the same as that driven by Bushell. It was also known as the Parson’s Adit, since it was
allegedly started on church property. It led as far as No. 2 Shaft near the middle of the Bronfloyd
sett. The Mining Journal records that this long drivage was widened in the early nineteenth
century but since its portal was below the site of the new dressing floor constructed in 1858, it
was finally replaced by New Adit. This was portalled with dressed stone and formed the new
haulage way out of the mine to the ore-bins. The drift accessed in May 2019 was the original
Bronfloyd Deep Adit, which is almost certainly also that recorded as Bushell’s Adit. There were
hobnail boot prints on the floor of the long, meandering drift, the steep gradient and tight curves
of which gave every appearance of a widened coffin-level. A particularly fine feature was a
tramway siding used to pass wagons heading in opposite directions, laid in wooden rails. There
are very few references to Bushell’s/Deep Adit after it was replaced by New Adit, and it is
almost certain that it was used only for drainage thereafter. Upon accessing the long drift, it was
found that much of it had been backfilled and that there were no stopes between the end of the
initial cross-cut (where No. 1 Shaft was later sunk) and the area immediately east of the collapse
at No. 2 Shaft. There were no winzes or rises into any further workings, though there were two
short cross-cuts through the lode near the western end.
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Fig 2: The 1858 New Adit, which replaced Bushell’s Adit 200 years later.
Ioan Lord

REVIEW
Snowdonia Slate – The story with photographs
Des Marshall
Llanrwst: Gwasg Carreg Gwalch
978-1-84524-291-6 129pp. £9.50
The stated aim of this little book is to provide a photographic record of the remains of the slate
quarrying industry of North Wales before they succumb to vandalism, theft or the weather. There
is a chapter on each of the main quarrying areas, with sections on individual quarries and brief
notes on their history, although the main bulk of the book is taken up with contemporary photos
of remains.
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MEMBER PROFILE - IOAN LORD
I first became interested in midWales’ metal mining industry when I
was 4 or 5 years old, having been
born in 1998 and bred in the former
mining community of Cwm Rheidol
near Aberystwyth, Ceredigion. From
the age of 4 or 5, I would go walking
with my father across the area
looking for old mines, whilst using
David Bick’s series on the old metal
mines of mid-Wales as a guide.
Discovering adits, shafts and ruins
which were not included in Bick’s
books were an added bonus! From
the age of 8 I started exploring with
my camera, documenting the sites in
Cwm Rheidol which had never
before been studied in great detail
and I started writing my own series of
paper books in Welsh, describing the
mines in mid-Wales taking details
from my own observation, Bick, and
others. It was also when I was 8 that I
first ventured underground with my
father, into the Rhiwrugos No. 2
Adit in Cwm Rheidol. From that
point until I was 11, I had no serious
desire to go underground, but on finding the remarkable coffin-level at Grogwinion Mine shortly
after my 11th birthday, I wanted to take a step further and start exploring underground.
I became involved with the Welsh Mines Preservation Trust when I was 12 and
through new friends started to seriously explore underground. I joined the board of Directors of
the Welsh Mines Preservation Trust in 2017 when I was 19, and aim to see it continue its work as
a well-known body to promote, preserve and raise awareness of Wales’ often-neglected metal
mining industry through archaeological digs, surveys and reports. My worst moment whilst
exploring underground was during the same year when myself and two others spent many weeks
digging through collapses to reach an underground chamber which formerly housed a 24’
waterwheel half a mile into Ystumtuen Mine. This was part of my research for the upcoming
book Rich Mountains of Lead which was published in 2018, which I had been working towards
since I started writing at 8 years old. On the day in question we had managed to clear two rises
and a collapse in a level to finally reach the underground waterwheel chamber which had not
been accessed for over a century, but one of the winzes collapsed unexpectedly leaving one of us
stranded for a while above the fall of large boulders. If I had to choose a favourite mine site I
would say Rhiwrugos Mine in Cwm Rheidol: my friends and I spent many days there exploring
and documenting in preparation for the book Rich Mountains of Lead, and managed to uncover
many of its secrets including some areas where no other modern explorers had ever been, with
many artefacts and a spectacular area of miners’ hobnail boot prints preserved in the mud.
As well as my interest in the mines of mid-Wales, I am also a railwayman working as a
Guard and Locomotive Fireman on the Vale of Rheidol Railway, and a Driver on the Fairbourne
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Railway. I also have an interest in museum developments promoting aspects of Welsh industrial
history, and was made honorary curator of the Llywernog Silver-lead Mine Museum and Corris
Railway Museum in 2018. Since publishing Rich Mountains of Lead, I have been shocked to find
that almost all of the 500 copies which were printed have been sold in less than a year. I have
five other books currently in preparation, the next one being an illustrated history of the metal
mining industry in mid-Wales from the Bronze Age to the twentieth century, which will be
published in 2020. The following four books will be the same size and format as Rich Mountains,
covering the Pumlumon mountains, Ponterwyd, Pontrhydygroes and Cwmystwyth. Rich
Mountains of Lead seems to have awakened a new interest in this neglected part of Wales’ story
as a nation, with copies selling to as far away as the United States, and my aim is to publish
further and hopefully attract even larger audiences to promote this integral part of Wales’ past.
It was this renowned interest that led to my establishing Mid Wales Mine Adventures.
Having been approached by at least 20 people during 2018 wanting a tour of the mines featured
in the book, I decided to establish a professional body covered by special underground insurance
in order to offer on-demand tours of some of mid-Wales’ mines. These tours can be booked by
visiting the website https://www.midwalesminetours.com/ or by contacting 07415440172.
After completing my undergraduate degree at Bangor this year, I was offered a place at
Cardiff University to study for an MPhil and PhD, which I will be starting in October. The topic
will be one which is rather different to my books in preparation: The social evolution of midWales’ metal mining communities 1750-1930. This will be a chance to study the social story of
mid-Wales’ mining industry, exploring beyond the technical reports of the Mining Journal and
the mineral statistics. I aim to produce a complete picture of the rise and fall of mid-Wales’
mining industry from the standpoint of the people: the landowners, managers, immigrants and
workers.
My favourite aspect of the WMS is its valuable community and the visiting weekends
to various sites led by different members throughout the year. The only improvement I can think
of involves the conservation of various mining relics across the country: increasing approaches to
safeguard and conserve relics to local councils and authorities would be, in my opinion, a
valuable addition to the visiting weekends and other social events. Along with the WMPT, two
bodies campaigning for the preservation, safeguarding and public awareness of Wales’ metal
mining heritage would create twice as much publicity and attention.

NMRS DATABASE OF INTERNATIONAL MINING INFORMATION
This is a list of references to mines compiled by the late Alasdair Neill and converted into a fully
searchable database by Mike Gill. It contains over 76,000 entries. For example, entering
“Merioneth” as a search term returns 692 results, including both metal mines and slate quarries.
Undoubtedly an impressive and useful piece of work, although a note of the date of the latest entry
would be useful – the latest I found with a quick search was 2012.
See: NMRS.org.uk/mining-database

GREAT ORME EXPLORATION SOCIETY (GOES)
Our hosts for the Sunday of the Spring meet have a website with much information, including
surveys and photos of the many mines and caves of the Orme and back issues of their Journal.
See: www.goes.org.uk
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THE SLATE LANDSCAPE OF NORTHWEST WALES –
NOMINATION AS A WORLD HERITAGE SITE
The bid to have the slate landscapes of North Wales inscribed as a World Heritage Site has been
under development for ten years. It is a partnership between Welsh Government, National
Museum Wales, the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Wales, the
Snowdonia National Park, Gwynedd County Council, the National Trust and Bangor University.
It is based on the Outstanding Universal Value that the area is “an outstanding example of a
cultural landscape formed by centuries of quarrying, working and transporting slate to global
markets”. The Slate Landscape of Northwest Wales was included on the United Kingdom’s List
of World Heritage Nominated Properties in March 2011 and was formally announced in October
2018 as the next bid to be presented to UNESCO’s World Heritage Centre by the UK
Government.
The formal bid is being prepared and should be submitted this autumn. In the
meantime, the Management Plan for public engagement was published to support the nomination
in August 2019. This plan aims to ensure that local businesses and communities understand the
purpose of the nomination and are aware of how the sites will be managed in the future.
The Nominated Property of the bid consists of seven Component Parts, each with its
own unique character. They have been chosen for their scale (all of the largest relict quarries and
quarrying areas are represented), for their significant landscape impact, for their integrity, and for
the way in which they exemplify technology transfer and the transformation of a minority rural
culture into a modern industrial society. They comprise parts of the slate quarrying areas of
Penrhyn, Dinorwig, Nantlle, Blaenau Ffestiniog, Gorseddau and Prince of Wales in Cwm
Pennant, Bryneglwys and Aberllefenni. They include the routes of the Talyllyn and Ffestiniog
railways. The management plan has five Themes. These are:
Governance and Management: to be effective, open and transparent
Caring for The Slate Landscape of Northwest Wales: to ensure that it is effectively protected,
conserved and managed
Supporting sustainable development: helping to sustain a living, thriving landscape.
Enjoying The Slate Landscape of Northwest Wales: ensuring it can be enjoyed, experienced and
understood by both local residents and visitors to the region.
Learning about The Slate Landscape of Northwest Wales: ensuring that it becomes a focus for
shared learning and research at all levels into the Gwynedd region, and into its industrial, social
and cultural heritage and its global links, for all ages, and at community, regional, national and
global level.
Those of us who have always enjoyed bimbling around slate quarries will be gratified
that this eccentric activity has now become mainstream, but saddened that so much of the
archaeology has already been swept away. Whether a successful inscription as a World Heritage
Site will make much difference to what is left remains to be seen. As Conwy Council is not a
partner in the bid, some interesting sites in the Conwy valley are not included in the bid.
The document itself is impressively produced, with some excellent aerial photos , but it
is difficult to access the online version through a search engine. There is a thread on the Adit
Now forum with the link:
https://www.gwynedd.llyw.cymru/en/Council/Documents---Council/Have-yoursay/Slates/Slate-Landscapes-ENG-190809.pdf
More about the nomination can also be found at www.llechi.cymru
Raymond Griffiths
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HUGE COLLAPSE AT BWLCHGWYN MINE, YSTUMTUEN
During the week of 23 September 2019, a significant portion of the eastern workings at
Bwlchgwyn Mine collapsed near the footpath from Ystumtuen village to Parson’s Bridge,
immediately west of Lee’s Shaft. For the past 20 years there has been a large crater in front of the
filled-in shaft, but this has remained unchanged until now, when a large stope c.20 feet wide,
c.50 feet deep and c.60 feet long opened up after several days of very wet weather. No further
workings have been exposed and the floor of the stope is filled with rock and debris, suggesting
the collapse of a series of stulls or false floors further below. It is probable that the collapse took
place in the extensive stopes above Powell’s Great Adit, which enters the shaft at a depth of 150
feet below the collar, above which the lode was stoped almost to day.
Ioan Lord
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RHIWBACH SLATE QUARRY RESERVOIR WORKS
The flooded pit in the southern part of the Rhiwbach site has been officially designated a
reservoir and as such is subject to the provisions of the Reservoirs Act 1975. Regular inspections
are required, thus the road up through Cwm Machno Quarry has been improved to allow
vehicular access. Now, however, it has been decided to lower the level of the water in the pit by
removing part of the slate waste at its lip. There are some interesting remains here, including
three uniquely patterned rock cannon and a wheelpit, which was used for haulage and /or
pumping. The route of the pump rods between the wheel and the machinery housing is clearly
seen.
Along the access route to all this is the unique post and rail slate fence near the quarry village.
I am keeping a watching brief on developments and ensuring that National Resources Wales are
aware of the archaeology of the site.
Raymond Griffiths

One of the rock cannon at Rhiwbach

NAMHO 2020 -This will be held in Cornwall, with a provisional date of 3rd to 6th April 2020
NAMHO 2021 – to be held in Shropshire to coincide with the 60th anniversary of the
founding of SCMC, provisionally 1st to 5th July 2021
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SECOND INTERNATIONAL EARLY ENGINES CONFERENCE 2020
The Second International Early Engines Conference
(IEEC2) runs from 15th-17th May, 2020 at the Black
Country Living Museum, Dudley, West Midlands.
The purpose of the conference is to provide a
continuing forum for the presentation and discussion
of new research into heat engines prior to 1812. The
theme of the conference is: “A wider view of early
engines and their operating context – beyond valve
gear and famous engineers.”
The conference programme will run from
12.00 on Friday 15th May 2020. Proceedings close at
noon on Sunday 17th May 2020.Approximately
twenty presentations, long papers (thirty minutes) and
shorter research updates (10-20 minutes) are planned, plus visits to local industrial engine sites
and the BCLM museum itself. Catering will be provided and relevant publications will be on
sale.
As with the inaugural IEEC Conference in 2017, the proceedings of the Conference
will be published in the International Journal for the History of Engineering and Technology.
Booking for the conference includes whole conference and day delegate options. The full
conference ticket will be £135 to include all papers, lunch and evening meals on Friday and
Saturday, coffee and tea on all three days, plus copies of Conference Transactions. Day tickets
are also available. An Early Bird discount of 10% applies to bookings received before 31st
November 2019.
The event is sponsored by The Newcomen Society, the Northern Mine Research
Society and the South Gloucestershire Mine Research Group.
Full details and booking form are available at https://www.earlyengines.org

WELSH MINES SOCIETY SPRING (INDOOR) MEET 2020
Sunday 29th March 2020
Hosted by Neil and Jo Culross at Tan y Neuadd, Cwmcamlais, Brecon, LD3 8TE
All members are welcome. Arrive at any time from 10.30 am onwards, when unlimited tea,
coffee and biscuits will be on offer. The meet provides an opportunity for informal chat and to
view presentations by fellow members. Please let Neil know if you have a presentation to
contribute in order for him to arrange the programme. As usual, a digital projector and screen are
needed, please let Neil know if you can provide them. A camping chair or similar would be
useful as there is limited seating in the barn where the meeting will be held.
The usual arrangement of a lunchtime buffet is offered. People requiring this should
contact Neil by email (cwmrider@gmail.com) by 22nd March at the latest and they will be
informed of price etc. once numbers are known.
Tan y Neuadd is located at SN 9532 2645. Satnav for LD3 8TE says you have arrived when you
reach the farm at the top (south) end of the valley. Keep going – Tan y Neuadd is about halfway
down the valley. WMS direction signs will be placed on the road junctions with the A4215 and
the A40.
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WELSH MINES SOCIETY 40th ANNIVERSARY MID WALES
SUMMER MEET 2020 - Organised by David Roe
Saturday 27th June - Dylife
Sunday 28th June – Cwmystwyth
Further details in the Spring 2020 newsletter

WMS FORTIETH ANNIVERSARY CELEBRATIONS
The preparations for the celebration of the roughly fortieth anniversary of the Welsh Mines Society
next June are proceeding slowly. In addition to the anniversary field trip above, we are planning:
40th Anniversary Booklet – Promises of articles, reminiscences, photographs (particularly with
suitable captions) and other memorabilia to David Roe at davidroeqsa@gmail.com please. Please
take a few minutes to look through your old slides and photographs to find suitable material for
our enjoyment next June.
Commemoration Mug – David Roe urgently needs you to contact him with offers of assistance
for the design and manufacture of a suitable commemoration mug.

W.M.S. SWEATSHIRTS and T-SHIRTS
Please contact Daveleen Alder for details.
43 Rowlands Crescent, Solihull, West Midlands, B91 2JE.
Phone 0121 711 1049 (answerphone) or email daveleen44@hotmail.co.uk

SUBSCRIPTION RATES FOR 2020
At the time of writing this it appears as though the subscription rates for 2020 will be unchanged
yet again. In particular the insurance rates are still held as previous years.
Your current subscription status is shown on your Newsletter envelope label. If it is highlighted in
fluorescent colour it means payment is due. Cheques (payable to Welsh Mines Society) should be
sent to David Roe, 20, Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon PL21 0NG
WMS membership with BCA overground insurance is £11 (includes Newsletter)
WMS membership with BCA underground insurance is £22 (includes Newsletter)
WMS membership where you have BCA insurance through another club or society is £5 (you
only have to pay the BCA insurance premium once)
WMS Newsletter only subscription is £5
If you have not paid for previous years then please add an extra £5 to cover each of the unpaid
years.
You must have a current BCA insurance to be a member of the Welsh Mines Society and only
BCA insured members may attend WMS field trip meetings. (For details of the BCA insurance go
to the membership tab of the BCA webpage at british-caving.org.uk).
Many thanks to all contributors to this issue of the newsletter. N/L 82 will appear in Spring
2020. Copy date is March 15th 2020.
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NEWSLETTER FORMAT
Some members have told me that the 9pt. font used for the text of the newsletter is a tad small for
comfortable reading.

We could go up to ten point, or eleven point, or

even twelve point,

without changing the look and feel of the newsletter too much. What do members think?

Please let David Roe davidroeqsa@gmail.com (postal address above) know of any changes to
your postal or email address, phone number or interests so that his records can be kept up to date.
This particularly applies to your email address, which is the easiest and cheapest way of
contacting you.

Welsh Mines Society
Chairman :
NEIL CULROSS "Tan y Neuadd", Cwmcamlais, Aberhonddu / Brecon, LD3 8TE.
Secretary / Treasurer :
DAVID ROE 20 Lutterburn Street, Ugborough, Ivybridge, Devon PL12 0NG
Editor:
RAYMOND GRIFFITHS “Bryngolau”, Panteg, Abergwaun / Fishguard SA65 9QB
FRONT COVER : Pearl Engine House, Mynydd Parys.
REAR COVER: Autumn Meet
Upper: WMS members at the Cwmbrwyno drawing wheelpit,
Lower: Cefn Gwyn -examining the central socket of the horse whim
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